Rivet in just seconds with the new Cordless blind rivet gun by Metabo


Extremely fast, comparable to compressed air devices



Powerful and long service life thanks to brushless motor and robust precision drive



The first cordless rivet gun compatible with an overall 18 volt system

Metabo now offers a riveting option. The new cordless blind rivet gun sets rivets in just seconds. The NP 18 LTX BL 5.0
only takes roughly one second per rivet. That makes Metabo's cordless rivet gun twice as fast as other comparable tools
on the market, and helps it easily keep up with compressed air devices. In contrast to compressed air tools, however, you
won't have to deal with any hoses. Prepare and attach panels – with this additional product, Metabo covers standard panel
finishing processes in the 18 volt class; the NP 18 LTX BL 5.0 is the first cordless rivet gun on the market compatible with
a full system of 18 volt machines.

Safe investment
The extremely quick setting process increases productivity and work progress significantly. "Thanks to the brushless motor
and the robust precision drive, the cordless rivet gun isn't just unbeatably fast, but also extremely long lasting" explains
Product Manager Michael Karrer. "That makes the cordless rivet gun a safe investment that will last a long time. It's not just
the machine that stands up to a long service life – so do the riveted connections, for instance in railing construction, on
pipelines in ventilation and air conditioning work, or in container and housing construction. "Riveted connections are
especially practical because they are fast and inexpensive", says Michael Karrer.

One device for every application
Integrated retainer mouth pieces hold the rivet in any position, meaning it can't fall out while you're working, no matter
what position you hold the device in. A robust hand protection bar with integrated mouthpiece storage offers additional
security. Once the transparent collection container attached to the back is full, the user sees this immediately and can
dispose of remaining rivet mandrels. The tool is also integrated into the collection container to exchange the mouthpiece
as needed. Metabo's cordless rivet gun handles any rivet material – such as aluminium, steel, and stainless steel – up to a
diameter of five millimetres.

Systematic riveting
Along with the BE 18 LTX 6 cordless drill, the NP 18 LTX BL 5.0 by Metabo covers the sheet metal working process within
the 18 volt class: From preparation to riveted attachment. The Metabo Pick+Mix system offers more than 85 compatible
18 volt class devices that can be combined any way you need.

Technical data
Rivet diameter
Rivet materials
Tensile force
Device travel
Weight
(without battery)
Motor
Volt class

NP 18 LTX BL 5.0
2.4 - 5.0 mm
All (up to Ø 5.0 mm)
10,000 N
25mm
1.8 kg
Brushless
18 V
all Metabo 18 volt battery packs

***
This press release including photos is also available on the internet at
www.metabo.com/de/de/info/aktuell/presse and www.cc-stuttgart.de/presseportal

The new NP 18 LTX BL 5.0 cordless blind rivet gun by Metabo
sets a rivet in around a second: "Thanks to the brushless
motor and robust precision drive, the cordless rivet gun isn't
just unbeatably fast, it's also especially long-lasting", says
Product Manager Michael Karrer. Photo: Metabo

Practical feature: Integrated retainer mouthpiece holds the
rivet in any position; this means it can't fall out while you're
working, no matter what position the device is held in.
Photo: Metabo

Systematic riveting: the NP 18 LTX BL 5.0 is the first cordless
rivet gun on the market compatible with an entire system of
over 85 18 volt machines. Photo: Metabo
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